The Magic of ibii™ - An Experience in Creativity. In each camp kids are encouraged to explore and express their imagination through learning magic, acting, artistic illustration, creative writing, problem-solving and interact with others alongside original games and improve deductive-reasoning in wacky ibii debates! Learning has never been so full of exciting surprises!

If your child loves LEGO®, Builder Bunch is the camp for you. We offer over 40 topic options that cover different aspects of engineering, art, product design and architecture. From Stop-Motion Movie Making to Drag Racer Designing Builder Bunch is your hub for STEAM. Each option offers participants a different experience in LEGO® Building.

This camp is for kids who want to learn and master fundamentals of sports. From beginners to children who have been playing sports for years, this session will take your child to the next level. We break the children into skill-level based groups and teach them the core fundamentals of various sports in a fun and technical way.

OPEN HOUSE APRIL 28th, at GLENN MEMORIAL CHURCH - 2pm-4pm
REGISTER ONSITE FOR THE THREE ACTION PACKED SUMMER CAMPS AT kosaicgroup.com/openhouse

$25 OFF
Emory and CDC Employees
Promo Code: Emory25

For more info go to kosaicgroup.com/summercamps